Nebula Meltdown – Stardust Chronicles
Label: Suntrip Records
Cat No: SUNCD29
Format: CD
Release Date: Oct 3, 2013
Barcode No: 5 060147 129755
Tracklisting:
1. One-Eyed Reptile
2. A Higher Pathway
3. Psychic Beacon
4. Agape Sophia
5. Superluminal Connection
6. Stardust Chronicles
7. Mindstream Continuum (Album Vers.)
8. Alnitak Sunrise
9. Breakfast on the Balcony

[8:13]
[8:59]
[9:45]
[8:20]
[7:33]
[7:27]
[7:31]
[8:09]
[7:43]

Total playing time:

[73:40]

Mastering : Tim Schuldt @ 4CN studios
Style : Acidic Goa Trance

http://www.suntriprecords.com
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Label Profile:

Recent Releases:

Showing alternatives to nowadays’ psy-trance scene,
Suntrip focuses on melodic psychedelic music in all its
forms. All original music ranging from melodic goa
trance to melodic deep ambient are welcome!

SUNCD24: VA – Shaltu (mar 2012)
SUNCD25: Crossing Mind – The Inner Shift (apr 2012)
SUNCD26: Mindsphere – Patience For Heaven (oct
2012)
SUNCD27: Dimension 5 – TransAddendum (jan 2013)
SUNCD28: VA – Blacklight Moments (may 2013)

History:
The label Suntrip Records was set up in the summer
of 2004 by Fabien “Mars”, one of the founders of the
Psynews.org website and Joske “Anoebis”, a Belgian
DJ and Party-organiser. They created Suntrip to
release more melodic psy-trance like in the good old
times, but with modern production.
Filteria is one of Suntrip’s headliners with 4 albums full
of mind blowing tracks & uplifting psychedelic
melodies. In 2009 only, the mythic Daze of Our Lives
and a digital Remix album saw the light.
RA, Khetzal, Goasia and Artifact303 provide us with
what Suntrip is well known for: true storytelling Goa
trance albums with down and uptempo spiritual and
floating melodies. Afgin, Antares and Merr0w and
Radical Distortion deliver pure classical Goa souns
from sensitive sunrise music to massive drives and
melodies!
Dimension 5’s classic Transdimensional was
remastered & re-issued, and it still blows dance floors!
The darker side of Suntrip is embodied by Ka-Sol with
a perfect mix between melodic, dark & twisted
soundscapes and E-Mantra, with more acidic goatrance. At the opposite, Electrypnose, also joined
Suntrip for an ambient album.

Album Profile:
You like your modern goa-trance more subtle,
atmospheric and complex? Well, search no longer, the
debut Nebula Meltdown-album is exactly what you
need!
Kristian Aro, a Finnish artist and dj who is active in the
scene for over a decade already, is proud to present
his debut album “Stardust Chronicles”!
His style is unique for a “modern goa” artist. His music
is more psy-trance influenced, spaced out and subtle
acidic instead of typical melodic and euphoric!
His album, which is great storytelling-wise, starts with 2
softer, 140 BPM acid 303 drenched tracks, followed by
2 more uptempo deep hypnotic tracks. Superluminal
Connection and the album-name track are pure
dancefloor stormers followed by 2 beautiful hypnotic
trancy tracks! Mindstream Continuum you will
recognise from Shaltu, while Alnitak Sunrise is pure
morning bliss! To end the album we get a deep, warm
beatless ambient-experience!
So fasten your seatbelts, and get ready for Stardust
Chronicles!

Recently Crossing Mind and Mindsphere offered
dawn-to-dusk acidic journeys, featuring mystical to
intricate atmospheres! After that an unreleased album
from the 90’s made by goa-legend Dimension 5 was
Released in January! Full Power goa-trance to the
bone!
After the highly acclaimed “Shaltu”, “Blacklight
Moments” is the latest of the 8 Suntrip compilations,
featuring talents from the Goa and Ambient scenes.
Praising morning trance melodies or acidic neuron
smashers, each Suntrip compilation offers a unique
thematic experience.
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Sales Points:
You like your modern goa-trance more subtle, atmospheric and complex? Well, search no
longer, the debut Nebula Meltdown-album is exactly what you need!
Kristian Aro, a Finnish artist and dj who is active in the scene for over a decade already, is
proud to present his debut album “Stardust Chronicles”!
His style is unique for a “modern goa” artist. His music is more psy-trance influenced, spaced
out and subtle acidic instead of typical melodic and euphoric!
His album, which is great storytelling-wise, starts with 2 softer, 140 BPM acid 303 drenched
tracks, followed by 2 more uptempo deep hypnotic tracks. Superluminal Connection and the
album-name track are pure dancefloor stormers followed by 2 beautiful hypnotic trancy tracks!
Mindstream Continuum you will recognise from Shaltu, while Alnitak Sunrise is pure morning
bliss! To end the album we get a deep, warm beatless ambient-experience!
So fasten your seatbelts, and get ready for Stardust Chronicles!
Like usual this album is crystal-clear mastered by Tim Schuldt!
Press & marketing:
Suntrip Parties: Dozens of Suntrip parties were organized last 9 years. In the beginning
mostly in Belgium, but later other countries followed such as Germany, Brasil, Hungary,
Finland, Ukraine and Croatia. Of course the parties involved virtually all artists from the label,
like Filteria, Khetzal, Ka-Sol, Goasia, Merr0w, Afgin, Dimension 5, Ra, E-Mantra, Artifact303,
Antares,… But also many non Suntrip artists were invited, like Jaia, Blue Planet Corporation,
California Sunshine, Mystica, Sandman, Shidapu, NDMA, Moonweed, Crossing Mind, … In
2013 many more parties will happen, and in 2014 we are even planning a 10 years Suntrip
tour around the world…
Suntrip live acts & Dj’s: Many of our live-acts such as Filteria, Ra, Goasia, E-Mantra,
Artifact303... and dj’s such as Anoebis, Ine, YMD, Yani,… are booked every week. They have
played all over the world and drove the dancefloors crazy on many big festivals (such as
Boom Festival, Aurora festival, Universo Paralello, Antaris, Lost Theory, Ozora, Freedom,…
But also many smaller festivals and cosy parties invited Suntrip artists in countries such as
Israel, Japan, Sweden, Finland, Germany, Portugal, Switzerland, Mexico, Romania, Hungary,
Ukraine, France, Holland, …
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Magazines:
- Mushroom Magazine features Suntrip in their international summer party
edition in 2013
- Neogoa and a Polish site will publish new interviews with us and our
artists in 2013
- In Brazil Ine made an article about the new rise of goa-trance and Suntrip
in 2012
- In Belgium an interview with Anoebis will be published in a magazine for
young people during the first months of 2011
- Several Israeli Magazines interviewed us or our artists, and reviewed our
releases. MNews in Israël featured a complete goatrance revival article
with Suntrip as an example.
- In November 2008 the Greek Magazine “Freeze” made a special about
Suntrip Records. The issue included a free mix-cd by Anoebis, plus 7
pages of info about Suntrip Records and their artists.
- In October 2008, Freeze had already performed an interview of Filteria.
- In Sweden Filteria had an interview on the Zero Music Magazine, summer 2008 edition.

Radio:
- In 2013 Suntrip will be featured a whole year (!!) in a special edition of the American Digitally
Imported Channel! They will publish a set or a dj-set of our artists/djs once every month!
- In 2013 Danish Afterhours.FM will make a Goa-special, with Suntrip dj set as well.
- In April 2012 and December 2010 there was a Suntrip Records special on a Belgian radio focussing
on electronic underground music. The program called “uur obscuur” broadcasted 2 hours of Suntrip
music and a special interview. It was also placed on the internet afterwards.
- In April 2010 a live dj-set by Anoebis on the Once Upon A Festival was broadcasted on the Belgian
radio Ugent
- In April 2008, Pathan's musical Rickshaw on the BBC Radio, selected Solar Fields - Confusion
Illusion Rmx from our compilation Opus Iridium as best Sunset soundtrack.
- In June 2008, D-Trance radio station from Serbia made a special about Suntrip Records and RA.
-We were also featured on various radio shows in Belgium (Gent) and France (Lille) in the past years,
and a Canadian made also a radio show about our label.

DVD: Filteria of Suntrip Records was featured on the Full Moon DVD release! There was an interview
with him and an exclusive unreleased track.

TV:
- In 2010 a team was busy with making a documentary about Suntrip and Belgian Goa Trance.
- In 2009 national Belgian television also broadcasted a press conference of a festival (called
Eargasm) where Afgin presented his debut album.
- In Israel Afgin worked together with a group of people that made a documentary of 10 minutes about
the old school goa resurrection in Israël. This was broadcast on national television.
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Nebula Meltdown discography:
The Sacred Code
Nebulasphere
Elemental Connector
Encrypted Illusion
Fractal Ethics
Mindstream Continuum

MP3 – VA – Neurological Broadband/Elxiria/2005
MP3 – VA – Private Message/Elixiria/2005
WAV – VA – Morning Psyche/People of But./2009
CD – VA – Temple of Chaos/Suntrip/2010
WAV – VA – Anima Mundi/People of But./2011
WAV – VA – Shaltu/Suntrip Records/2012
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